Brand
Guidelines
Bringing our brand to life

www.proact.eu
info@proact.eu

Welcome to
our brand guidelines
Developing and maintaining a strong brand and identity is crucial to the
success of any business - also Proact's. A strong brand does not only help
our reputation, making us stand out from the competition and allowing us
to commercially compete on value rather than price, but it also helps us
strengthen our relationships with investors, analysts, the media, influencers
and vendors. In addition, a strong brand help us attract and retain the best
talents and specialists in the industry.
Our visual identity is a key component to drive our brand objectives – but our
brand is not only our logo, colour or templates. It’s our entire business identity.
It’s the image we want to portray to our target audiences – and it’s one of the
most valuable assets we have.
For that reason, we’ve created this brand guide so you can access more
information around our brand foundation, our graphical identity and the tone
of voice we use. That way, we can all play a role in maintaining our brand’s
consistency and quality, so that its value isn’t diminished.
Danny Duggal
Vice President, Commercial & Communications
danny.duggal@proact.eu

Explore
our brand
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BRAND HUB
To ensure that you and your teams can easily access all new template

SECTION 3

and brand materials, we have created a new Brand HUB. This sits within

• The corporate presentation
• Word templates
• Document templates
• Approved images
• Approved icons/illustrations
• Approved logos

Brand foundation
• Our brand statement
• Our brand goals
• Our brand foundation
• Hashtags
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Our brand statement
We want to be perceived as a trusted advisor and data management specialist with focus on data centre and cloud services.
As a data centre management specialist, we want to be recognised for an innovative and customer-aligned portfolio, as well
as being a thought leader in our field. We also want to be a sustainable company and a great place to work at and to partner
with. We want to be associated with characteristics, such as modern, trusted, innovative, flexible, established, glocal and
highly-skilled.

Our brand goals

RELEVANCY

COMPETITIVE
EDGE

VISABILITY

Make us more relevant
within the position as a
true data management
specialist

Enable a competitive edge
through our portfolio and
our people

Increase visibility to
current & potential
employees, customers,
vendors, investors and
analysts in core markets

SECTION 1 | BRAND FOUNDATION
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Our brand foundation
Our vision

Our mission

To be the world’s most trusted IT services partner,
enabling business innovation and growth for our
customers

We help our customers drive business value through IT – offering worldclass hybrid solutions delivered by skilled people that generate lasting
value for our customers.

Our core values

INTEGRITY

COMMITMENT

you can depend on
us, our solutions, our
principles and our
actions.

we commit to our
engagements and
partnership, making it
the foundation of our
relationships.

EXCELLENCE
we have built our reputation
since 1994 by delivering
excellence to (and together
with) our customers.

Boilerplate
Proact is Europe’s leading independent data centre and cloud services provider. By delivering
flexible, accessible and secure IT solutions and services, we help companies and authorities reduce
risk and costs, whilst increasing agility, productivity and efficiency. We’ve completed over 5,000
successful projects around the world, have more than 3,500 customers and currently manage in
excess of 100 petabytes of information in the cloud. We employ over 1,000 people in 15 countries
across Europe and North America.

Target audience
•
•
•
•
•

Customers and prospects
Employees
Vendors, media and influencers
Investors and analysts
M&A targets

Founded in 1994, our parent company, Proact IT Group AB (publ), was listed on Nasdaq Stockholm in
1999 (under the symbol PACT).

SECTION 1 | BRAND FOUNDATION
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#ThePowerOfTogether
Although we all love technology, our competitive edge is not based on technology
– but on people. True value for our customers is first enabled when we collaborate
– and connect our people, our vendors and our customers mutual knowledge,
creativity, technology, architecture, innovation, processes and data.
That’s what we call #ThePowerOfTogether.

#ThePowerOfData

Data is powerful. It can enable innovation, accelerate growth or even disrupt entire industries.
How organisations store, connect, protect and use their data is more important than ever, as
they look for new ways to drive value through it.
#ThePowerOfData represents how we, as data management specialists, deliver customer
value through our portfolio. How we help our customers store, connect, protect and drive
value through their data. How we enable them to unlock their data’s value through faster
innovation, advanced analytics, automation and artificial intelligence.
As a trusted advisor, we help define our customers data strategy, so that they get
the solutions that are right for them.
We help customers store their data – not only from a technology perspective but
also ensuring our customers' data is stored in cloud platforms that are compliant with local
laws and with data integrity. It includes the agility and accessibility we offer with our multiple
deployment models, and the technology, capacity and performance that sits behind it.
We help customers connect their data and move data across different platforms and
deployment models in a true multicloud environment.
We help customers to protect and secure your data – refers to how we protect the data as
digitalisation changes the way customers need to access it. Ensuring that data is secured in
accordance to local regulations, protected against cyber-criminals, is backed up properly
and is able to be recovered promptly if needed. Ensuring that our customers business is
operating at all times.
We enable customers to drive value through their data by unlocking the possibilities for
faster innovation, advanced analytics, automation and artificial intelligence.
That’s what we call the #ThePowerOfData.

SECTION 1 | BRAND FOUNDATION
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Graphical identity
• Logo introduction
• Logo clearspace
• Application on a background
• Application guidelines
• Incorrect logo use
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Logo introduction
THE LOGOTYPE

THE FULL LOGOTYPE

The Proact logo on the right should be used
for all branded content discussed in this guide.
This includes all printed collateral, online
publications, advertising, posters, etc.
The logo has been carefully chosen because of
its modern and yet refined, highly legible style.
We reinforce this clarity by using uppercase
letters.
As standard, the logo should appear in Proact
red (pantone 186). When this colour cannot be
used, the logo should be reversed to white.
The Proact logo is powerful, representing the nature of our services. The primary form of our logo is the version with red text
on a white background.

logo

RECOMMENDED FORMATS
.eps | .ai | .png | .jpg

PLEASE NOTE
We don't permit the use of any stylised, hand drawn
or unofficial logos. This undermines the integrity
of our logo and our brand consistency. Please
consult the Marketing team with any questions.
afarndon@proact.co.uk
danny.duggal@proact.eu
anna.linde@proact.eu

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Logo clearspace
LOGO CLEARSPACE
To ensure its integrity and visibility, the Proact logo should always

This exclusion zone indicates how close any other graphic elements can be

be kept clear of competing text, images and graphics. It must

positioned. Clearspace guidelines are fixed and shouldn't be changed in any way.

be surrounded on all sides by an adequate clearspace as shown
below.

CLEARSPACE
1x
Whenever you use the logo, it should be
surrounded with clearspace to enhance its
visibility and impact. No graphic elements of any
kind should invade this zone.

0.5x

Top and sides:
The clearspace is the space equal in size to the
cap height of logo.
(Clearspace = 1 x height of logo)
Bottom:
The clearspace is half the cap height of the logo.
(Clearspace = 0.5 x height of logo)

INCORRECT USE OF
CLEARSPACE

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Application on a background

1. Used when the background is a strong or

2. Used when the backround colour is dark.

vibrant colour. Gradient backgrounds are also

3. Used when the background colour is light or

4. Where possible, use our standard logo in our

watermarked.

Proact red.

allowed as long as the white of the gradient
does not affect the visibility of the logo.

Application guidelines
MINIMUM LOGO SIZES
Full logo
Minimum size: 10mm x 1.8 mm

Incorrect logo use
DO NOT USE ANY OTHER
VERSIONS OF THE LOGO
This includes the old Proact logo with strapline
in italics.

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Graphical identity
• Corporate fonts
• Primary font
• Secondary font
• Hirearchy

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Typography
CORPORATE FONTS
Typography plays an important role in communicating our tone and quality. Careful use of typography reinforces our personality
and ensures clarity and harmony across all communications. We have selected Raleway as the primary corporate typeface to
help us inject energy and enthusiasm into our brand. Proact’s typography hirearchy consists of the following typefaces:
Raleway
Arial
Montserrat *For use in our corporate website only
Raleway should be used as our primary font and is universally acceptable for print and online material. This is our core font
that's used throughout the business, and should always be a go-to when designing any new media. It's great for headings and
taglines on advertisements, including new campaigns and social media graphics.
Arial should be used when creating documents with standard Microsoft Office applications such as Microsoft Word (e.g. Our
standard letterhead) Microsoft PowerPoint (e.g. Our standard slidedeck) and Microsoft Excel.
Montserrat was added to our typography hirearchy especially for our corporate website. It should only be used here.
All of our preferred typefaces come in a variety of weights that offer some flexibility.
Commitment to these typefaces will create a consistent and strong identity.

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Primary font
TYPE EXAMPLES

Raleway
Extra Bold

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Bold

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Medium

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Regular

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

Figures

0
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9
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TYPE EXAMPLES

Arial

Secondary font

Regular. Bold. Italic.
Online font
TYPE EXAMPLES

Montserrat
Regular. Medium. Semi.
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Typography hierarchy
Typography hierarchy allows us to highlight important wording so users can scan for
text and key information. Typography hierarchy creates contrast between elements.

HEADINGS / SUB-HEADINGS

There are a variety of ways you can create a sense of hierarchy. Using different weights
of fonts will signify the difference between headings, sub-headings and paragraphs.

Raleway - Extra bold

Important information or quotes can also benefit from this - as explained later on in
this guide and in the example below:

PARAGRAPH

Typography hierarchy
creates contrast between
elements

Raleway - Regular

STAND OUT COPY
As you can see, the Raleway font weight is Extra bold, left aligned, and spaced

Raleway - Bold

evenly between leading. We've also used a 'finish line' in the Proact red below the
sentence. This signifies the end of the text box (Usually after a heading). This should
be positioned with one full line space below the last sentence/text. The weight of
the finish line should be thin (between 2-4pt on a standard A4 size document), and
always in our Proact red. The length of the finish line should stay fixed in most cases,
between a quarter to half of the length of the text it is accompanying. It should never
go beyond that. See example below:

An example of the finish
line in use
LINE SPACE

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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type
HEADINGS AND
SUB-HEADINGS
Heading:
Extra bold
Primary red
Sub-heading:
Regular

Heading
Sub-heading

Primary dark grey

PARAGRAPH
STRUCTURE

First level

First level:

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur

Extra bold

adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt

Primary dark grey
Second level:

Second level

ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.

Extra bold
Primary red
Body of text:
Regular
Primary dark grey
Alignment:
Justify with last line left

TOP TIP
Always use our primary colour palette for any heading, sub-heading and paragraph text. Use our Proact dark grey for any main body text, especially for tenders and agreement
documents.

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Primary colours
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Primary colour palette
PRIMARY COLOUR PALETTE
The Proact colour palette consists of primary and
supportive options. Both palettes also consist of

PRIMARY COLOUR
PROACT RED

the entire range of tones. The tones are allowed
in 10% 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%. By consistently
using these colours we will strengthen our brand

PANTONE 186

identity.

RGB: 227 / 25 / 55
CMYK: 0 / 96 / 65 / 4

The supportive options have been designed to

HEX: #E31937

COLOUR TONES

complement the primary colours which should,
in most cases, dominate the design.

100 %

0%

Explanation
Proact has two official colours - red and dark
grey. These colours help to easily recognise our
company.

PRIMARY COLOUR
DARK GREY
Usage
Use them as the dominant colour palette for all

BLACK (TINT 95% )

internal and external visual presentations.

RGB: 40 / 39 / 39
CMYK: 0 / 0 / 0 / 95
HEX: #282727

COLOUR TONES

100 %

80 %

60 %

THE GRADIENT

40 %

20 %

10 %
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Secondary colours
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Secondary colour palette
SECONDARY COLOUR PALETTE
The supportive options have been designed to
complement the primary colours which should,

SECONDARY COLOUR
BLUE

in most cases, dominate the design. The tones
are allowed in 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%. By
consistently using these colours alongside our

PANTONE 5405

primary colours, we will strengthen our brand

RGB: 59 / 110 / 143

identity.

CMYK: 61 / 18 / 0 / 59
HEX: #3B6E8F

COLOUR TONES

THE GRADIENT

Explanation
Proact uses two official secondary colours:
blue and orange. These colours are meant to

100 %

80 %

60 %

40 %

20 %

accompany the primary choices.

Usage

SECONDARY COLOUR
ORANGE

Use these secondary colours to accompany
the primary choices. Where there is the option
to use more than our two primary colours, use

PANTONE 130

these options.

RGB: 242 / 169 / 0
CMYK: 0 / 32 / 100 / 0
HEX: #F2A900

COLOUR TONES

100 %

80 %

60 %

THE GRADIENT

40 %

20 %
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Colour flare
Photo enhancements
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Colour flare
BRAND FLARE
At Proact we try to achieve a particular style with the photography
we use. We want all photographic images to clearly represent our
brand values and to look consistent across different marketing
collateral. By enhancing each image to a particular look we aim to
create a compelling feel to any type of photograph.
Each photograph should be edited to the values shown below.
Once achieved, our brand flare can then be overlayed. The brand
flare should only use the primary red colour. However, different
tones can be used to achieve this.

Imagery
These techniques should be used for any stock imagery and

ORIGINAL PHOTO

WITH FLARE

original photography.

Usage

Temp

+18

Tint

-53

Vibrance

-44

Saturation

-24

The most effective way to use our colour flare is to lay them over
a enhanced image using the settings to the right. This will give a
consistent look and feel to all of our imagery.

ENHANCED PHOTO

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Colour filters
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Colour filters
PRIMARY FILTERS
Filters can be used to make imagery stand out and to create a
compelling feel to any type of photograph. Social media graphics
and hero banners are good examples of where filters can be used.
The filters should look dynamic, using the full opacity of the object.
However, these should only be edited when necessary and the
initial image should not be too dark and always be visible. Opacity
can be reduced to achieve this.
Our primary filters should be a secondary option to accompany
our primary brand flare. Filters should be used sparingly and not
over-power the page in which they sit. For example, a primary filter
should not go beyond a quarter of a spread.

Imagery
The most effective way to use our colour filters is to lay them
over a greyscale image. This will eliminate any unwanted brighter
colours mixing with the overlay.

Usage
When overlaying our primary red colour or secondary blue
colour, the most effective way to do this is to set the bleeding
mode to ‘Multiply’ at 100% opacity. When overlaying our primary
dark grey, the opacity can be set between 70% - 100%.

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Styles
and
graphics

Network graphic
USAGE
The network graphic is an important element

of a network reflects the idea that everything is

of the design of our branding and marketing

connected – and represents Proact's important

material. It adds another dimension to our

role in keeping its customers (and their data)

Proact red backgrounds in a striking, relevant

connected. Of course, there's also a nod to

and subtle way. This graphical representation

#thepoweroftogether.

support
customer-centric

cloud
trusted partner

deployment models

our people

flexibility

Proact

managed services

multicloud

connectivity
honest

data centres

power of together

value driven

system integrator

pan-European

transparent
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VERSION 1 - 'LIGHT'

VERSION 2 - 'DARK'

The lighter version is used when its intended to be a focal point of a design.

The darker variant is used where copy is present, either with a heading (see example below) or main body of text. The

It is best used when there is no text present or over the graphic itself. This

darker tone makes the graphic subtle, and does not interfere with the the legibility of copy over it.

version can still be used with our colour filters.

SPECIFICATIONS

USAGE WITH COPY
To ensure optimal visibility, all headings and copy should

Fill: Proact dark grey 10%

be placed on-top of the network graphic. The best way to

Stroke: Proact dark grey 10%

do this is having the graphic on a seperate layer, or as part

Opacity:

of an existing graphic layer in a layer panel. The graphic

Version 1 - 100%

should also exceed the artboard into a bleed area, or to the

Version 2 - 60%

edges of a block.

Heading

Weight: 0.25pt-0.5pt

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Colour blocks
VERSION 1 - SINGLE BLOCK

VERSION 2 - DOUBLE BLOCK

USAGE
It is important to enhance our primary
colour palette. The Proact red is what
resonates with our customers and a staple
of our brand from the beginning. We
continue to use this in graphical elements
such as these single and double blocks.
They can be implemented in all marketing
material, giving a consistency in design
across all platforms. Variations can be
used (highlighted over these two pages),
however only the primary colour palette
should be used.

SPECIFICATIONS

1

2

Block 1: Proact red (Tone 100%)
Opacity: 100%
Block 2: Proact dark grey (Tone 100%)
Opacity: 100%
Blending mode: Normal OR Multiply
OR
Block 1: Proact dark grey (Tone 100%)
Colour blocks can be

Where blocks are up to

Opacity: 70% - 100%

used within the artwork

the edge of a page, they

Block 2: Proact red (Tone 100%)

grid.

should

Opacity: 100%

be

extended

outside of the artboard

Blending mode: Multiply

and up to the bleed area.
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VERTICAL USAGE IN PHOTO OVERLAYS

HORIZONTAL USAGE IN PHOTO OVERLAYS

Heading

Heading

Heading

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Value d

xx%

x%

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit

Value b

xx%

Chart title

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit

xx%

xx%

Value a

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit

xx%

xx%

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit

xx%

xx%

xx%

xx%
xx%

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit

Graphs and charts

PIE CHARTS
x%

HORIZONTAL CHARTS

Chart title

x%
Value a

xx%

xx%
Value c

Value c
xx%

xx%

xx%
xx%
Value d

Value f

Value g

Longer value /
longer title

Value b

xx%

Longer value /
longer title

Value e

xx%

Longer value /
longer title

Value h

xx%

Longer value /
longer title

xx%

VERTICAL CHARTS

Shorter value / title

xx%

Shorter value / title

xx%

Shorter value / title

xx%

Shorter value / title

xx%
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Other graphics
QUOTES AND STAND-OUT TEXT
Variant 1.1

Variant 1.3

Variant 3.1

Quotes in main body of text

Quotes over an image using all primary filters

For online use, such as the corporate website

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore.
Name,
Job title,
Company

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua.
Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit”
Name,
Job title,
Company

Variant 3.2
Copy can strike-through a watermarked icon

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna.

exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex
ea commodo consequat."

Name,
Job title,
Company

Variant 1.2

Variant 2

Quotes as stand-out copy

Quotes in text block and image of speaker to the left of the quote

TICK ICON
"Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit,
sed do eiusmod tempor

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
consectetur adipiscing elit."
Name,
Job title,
Company

incididunt ut labore et dolore
magna aliqua."
Name,
Job title,
Company

Variant 1

Variant 2

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Flat design icons
FLAT DESIGN LIBRARY
Flat design is a minimalistic design approach that emphasises usability. It features clean, open space, crisp edges,
bright colours and two-dimensional/flat illustrations.

EXAMPLES OF
PROACTS FLAT
DESIGN ICONS

Our library of flat design icons can be used in all printed collateral (brochures, datasheets, etc) and online material
(website, emails, etc).

Icon:

Icon:

white

white

Backround:

Backround:

red

dark grey

Icon:

Icon:

red

red

Backround:

Backround:

white

grey
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EXAMPLES OF ICONS
FOR ONLINE AND
PRINTED COLLATERAL

icons
SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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Get
the
look

Templates
For consistency throughout Proact’s marketing material, there are
set templates for some of our frequently used collateral. These
templates should be used as a guide whenever designing new
material for internal and external use.
These templates should only be altered where necessary. The
following are available and are hosted on the Brand hub:
• Sales enablement - Brochures (Adobe Indesign)
• Go-to-market - Brochure and Report (Adobe Indesign)

Sales enablement - Brochures
GTM - Brochures, Whitepapers, etc
Case studies
Letterheads
Long standard documents

• Case studies (Adobe Indesign)
• Letterheads (Microsoft Word)
• Long standard documents (Microsoft Word)

Our brand
should feel real

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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SALES ENABLEMENT BROCHURE
This shows the approved layout for the primary
elements of our sales enablement multi-page
brochure. For the front cover, we always use an image
to represent the service, which includes the red flare
and photo enhancement. We include the red colour
filter / colour block and the Proact logo in the top right
aligned corner, and finally the network graphic.

USAGE
The brochure template should be used to provide an
in-depth explanation of a service.

PAGES
4+ pages

FONTS
Front page
Header: Raleway - Extra bold
Sub-header: Raleway - Regular

SPECIFICATIONS

Inside
Header: Raleway - Extra bold

Colour setup

Main copy: Raleway - Regular

RBG

Main copy header: Raleway - Extra bold
Bullet point header: Raleway - Extra bold

Dimensions

Bullet point text: Raleway - Regular

297mm x 210mm (A4)

Back page

Print weight

Contact details: Raleway - Bold

Cover 200g/m Uncoated white
Inside 120g/m Uncoated white

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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SALES ENABLEMENT BROCHURE
INSIDE SPREAD #1

PAGE 1
FONT SIZES AND COLOUR

PAGE 2
FONT SIZES AND COLOUR

We use whitespace effectively as this design can sometimes be content heavy. Page 1 includes

Header

Header

information such as a benefits section (highlighting key notes of the service), and our core values.

26pt - 36pt font size. Leading (auto)

47pt font size. Leading (auto)

This is standard across all sales enablement brochures. The body copy begins to the right of these,

Proact Dark Grey, Proact Red (Tone 0%)

Proact Red

Main copy

Main copy

11pt font size. Leading 17pt

11pt font size. Leading 17pt

Proact Dark Grey, Proact Red (Tone 0%)

Proact Dark Grey

Highlighted copy

Highlighted copy

11pt font size. Leading 17pt

11pt font size. Leading 17pt

Proact Red

Proact Red

in a single coloum. The Proact logo sits at the top left of the page (only on Page 1) and opposite is
room for a strapline.
Page 2 of the brochure uses page headers that span the full width of the page but keep within the
margins. Body copy is spread across a two coloumn text box. Our proact website URL features in
the top left of the page and opposite the page numbers begin.

SECTION 2 | GRAPHICAL IDENTITY
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SALES ENABLEMENT BROCHURE
INSIDE SPREAD #2

Header

FONT SIZES AND COLOUR

This template introduces our use of the red filter, where a section on benefits can be displayed

36pt - 47pt font size. Leading (auto)

through the use of our flat icon library. Set to two columns, clearspace guidelines must be abode

Proact Dark Grey, Proact Red (Tone 0%)

FLAT ICONS

by. At the top of the page, the Proact logo is removed yet the page numbers remain in the same
position.

Main copy
11pt font size. Leading 17pt

The second page fetures an image using the red flare photo enhancement. This can fit within half

Proact Dark Grey

the page spread, however can be made smaller depending on the amount of copy used below it.
Body text should remain to two coloumns.

Highlighted copy
11pt font size. Leading 17pt

Clearspace = minimum 3mm around
the square margin

Proact Dark Grey, Proact Red
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SALES ENABLEMENT BROCHURE
INSIDE SPREAD #3

PAGE 1
FONT SIZES AND COLOUR

PAGE 2
FONT SIZES

We continue through the template using 2 coloumns for body copy. Section headers which are

Sub-header

Header

introduced should follow the correct typography guidelines. Any quote boxes or stand-out copy

17pt font size. Leading (auto)

23pt+ font size. Leading (auto)

should also be used correctly.

Proact Dark Grey

Proact Red

The final page of the document includes our portfolio diagram. This is standard across all brochure

Main copy

Sub-header

templates. CTA boxes should also be used where possible throughout the document. These can

11pt font size. Leading 17pt

13pt font size. Leading (auto)

direct users to other documents, emails to info@proact.eu, web pages, or media relevant to the

Proact Dark Grey

Proact Dark Grey

Highlighted copy

Highlighted copy

12pt+ font size. Leading 18pt+

11pt leading font size. Leading 17pt

Proact Dark Grey, Proact Red

Proact Red

AND

COLOUR

service. In the example below, there is a CTA to see our success stories on the Proact website.
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SALES ENABLEMENT BROCHURE
BACK PAGE
The back page uses an image from our corporate
imagery library. A dark grey filter block sits over the
bottom half of the image. Our logo, email address,
website and a list of social media icons are aligned
centre of the page. Below this we have contact
information for our head offices in europe, spaced
evenly across the page, each text box centre aligned.

FONT SIZES AND COLOUR
Main copy
9pt
Proact Red (Tone 0%)

CONTACT BOX
Main copy
8pt
Proact Red (Tone 0%)
This is where Proact’s contact details sit. This is
standard across all brochures and should not be
altered for localised content.
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GO-TO-MARKET BROCHURE
This shows the approved layout of our go-to-market
multi-page brochure. This template can be used
across multiple forms such as reports, whitepapers
and other brochure types which do not directly
promote a service. The design introduces a tab on
the right of the front cover showing which type of
collateral the particular piece is - the example here
shows that the document is a 'report'.

USAGE
This template can be used across multiple forms such
as reports, whitepapers and other brochure types.

PAGES
4+ pages

FONTS
Front page
Header: Raleway - Extra bold

SPECIFICATIONS

Sub-header: Raleway - Medium
Inside

Colour setup

Header: Raleway - Extra bold

RBG

Main copy: Raleway - Regular
Main copy header: Raleway - Extra bold

Dimensions

Bullet point header: Raleway - Extra bold

297mm x 210mm (A4)

Bullet point text: Raleway - Regular
Print weight
Back page

Cover 200g/m Uncoated white

Contact details: Raleway - Bold

Inside 120g/m Uncoated white
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GO-TO-MARKET BROCHURE
INSIDE SPREADS

Header

FONT SIZES AND COLOUR

In terms of fonts, headings, sub-headings, stand-out or highlighted copy, use of columns and

26pt - 36pt font size. Leading (auto)

postionings - we utilise the same principles as our sales enablement brochure templates. However,

Proact Dark Grey, Proact Red (Tone 0%)

it is important that these brochures look different and stand-alone to the sales enablement
template. Graphical elements such as the red blocks, charts and graphs are used (See examples

Main copy

below). Slight changes to the template such as page number layout and bullet points are also

11pt font size. Leading 17pt

used.

Proact Dark Grey, Proact Red (Tone 0%)
Highlighted copy
11pt font size. Leading 17pt
Proact Red
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GO-TO-MARKET BROCHURE
FINAL PAGE AND BACK PAGE

PAGE 1
FONT SIZES AND COLOUR

BACK PAGE
FONT SIZES AND COLOUR

Header

Main copy

Here you will notice our protfolio diagram is still used, as with all our brochure templates. The

14pt+ font size. Leading (auto)

9pt

header and space below the diagram can be altered to fit with the campaign copy, however the

Proact Red

Proact Red (Tone 0%)

diagram must remain the same.
Sub-header

CONTACT BOX

On the back page, the design follows a similar style to the front page. There is room for the Proact

13pt font size. Leading (auto)

Main copy

logo, company email address, website URL and social media icons. Below this we have contact

Proact Red

8pt

information for our head offices in europe, spaced evenly across the page, each text box centre
aligned. This is standard across all brochures and should not be altered for localised content.

Proact Red (Tone 0%)
Main copy
11pt font size. Leading 17pt
Proact Dark Grey
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CASE STUDY
SIDE 1
The case study template can be a single page (doublesided) document or longer. It provides information on
a successful story of our products and/or services in
action. There is room for an image which runs across
the top of the page, and where possible use original
photography of their premises. 
The customer logo
must also be featured. An overview section is provided
on the left of this template and the body copy follows
on the right.

PAGES
2+ pages

FONTS
Front page
Header: Raleway - Extra bold
Sub-header: Raleway - Regular
Inside
Intro paragraph: Raleway - Extra bold

SPECIFICATIONS

Main copy: Raleway - Regular
Main copy header: Raleway - Extra bold
Colour setup
RBG
Dimensions
297mm x 210mm (A4)
Print weight
Cover 200g/m Uncoated white
Inside 120g/m Uncoated white
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CASE STUDY
SIDE 2 AND 3 (OPTIONAL)
On

the

reverse,

the

same

template

structure

continues. However, on the left is space for a quote
from the customer or stand-out text. On the right the
body copy continues. Standardised headings are used
throughout this template and should be adhered to.
Approved flat design icons can be used but within a
circle (Proact Red).

FONT SIZES AND COLOUR
Overview
8.5pt - 9pt font size. Leading 12+
Proact Dark Grey
Headers
11pt font size
Proact Dark Grey
Main copy
8.5pt - 9pt font size. Leading 12+
Proact Dark Grey
Quote
11pt font size. Leading 18+
Proact Red
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CASE STUDY
BACK PAGE
On the final page, the same template structure
continues. On the left is space for a quote from the
customer. On the right the body copy continues.
Standardised headings are used throughout this
template and should be adhered to. Approved flat
design icons can be used and the company website,
email adress and social media channels (via the
icons) must also feature at the end of the document.
Finish the case study with a short 'About' section
on the customer, and our standard boiler plate text
underneath an 'About Proact' heading (also within a
light grey box).

FONT SIZES AND COLOUR
Overview
8.5pt - 9pt font size. Leading 12+
Proact Dark Grey
Headers
11pt font size
Proact Dark Grey
Main copy
8.5pt - 9pt font size. Leading 12+
Proact Dark Grey
Quote
11pt font size. Leading 18+
Proact Red
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LETTERHEAD
This shows the approved layout for our corporate
letterhead. The template has been created in
Microsoft Word so it can be amended for business
use.

SPECIFICATIONS
Font
Arial - Regular
Weight
10pt
Colour
Proact Dark Grey

FOOTER
Font
Arial - Regular
Weight
8pt

FLAT ICONS

Colour
Proact Dark Grey (Tone 20%)

Clearspace = minimum 3mm around
the square margin
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LONG STANDARD DOCUMENT
This shows the approved layout and key elements
to include within a long standard document. The
template has been created in Microsoft Word
so it can be amended for business use. The
design is clean, with proper use of whitespace
in a document which may become heavy with
copy. There is a border around the outside of
the margins, which means the design will not be
compromised if this document is printed on a
standard office printer.

SPECIFICATIONS
Font
Arial - Regular
Weight
10pt
Colour
Proact Dark Grey
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We're
online

Online
TEMPLATES
Proact's brand is translated throughout all
marketing material, this includes any online
visuals. As with print, we also have templates for
all aspects of our online media. These templates
have been designed to fit with our brand and
use techniques we've already mentioned in this
guide..
These templates should only be altered where
necessary. They're available for:
• Emails
• Newsletter graphics
• Social media graphics
• PowerPoint presentations
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CORPORATE WEBSITE
Our corporate website is at the forefront of
Proact's identity. During the design process, its
attributes were identified and are now being
rolled out across all aspects of our marketing
collateral, thus creating an alignment between
the website and everything else. This has been
achieved because all aspects of the brand
guide are used on the corporate website. Some
key factors you will notice while exploring the
various pages include:
•

Correct application of company logo

•

Colour flares and photo enhancements

•

All acceptable types of brand imagery

•

Use of the Montserrat font

•

Colour palettes adhered to

•

Flat icon library in use

Explore our coprorate website by using this link:
www.proact.eu

EXAMPLES
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EMAILS
Here you will find our most used emails. Each email

TEMPLATE .A

uses a consistent style. Our Proact logo sits at the

Our monthly newsletter is sent out to all customers

top of the email. Below there is space for a banner

and prospects to promote chosen content pieces.

image where the space is set to specific dimensions

There's space for a banner of 580x150px, heading,

depending on the template.

copy and CTA button. This email template allows
for 3 topics, including 1 spotlight topic (at the top

The fonts use our colour palettes. Our Proact red

of the email, highlighted against the secondary

(pantone 186) has been chosen for headers and dark

colour blue).

grey for the body copy. Our call to action buttons use
the same font and are surrounded by a rectangle in
our Proact red.
The footer includes clickable flat icons for our Twitter,

EXAMPLES OF BANNERS

Facebook and LinkedIn channels. Below these are the
Proact address and clickable contact information.
Some of the emails are split into sections by using
the primary dark grey (A 40% tint of the Proact Dark
Grey palette is used against the neutral white to
indicate the different sections within the email) colour

1) Directed to a content piece
A mockup or image of the content piece

and secondary blue colour. The full 100% tone of the
Proact dark grey is used for the footer.
All our email templates and grids include:
• Newsletters
• Campaign and GTM emails
• Internal communication

2) Directed to a webpage or blog
Usually a stock image or brand photograph

3) Directed to a case study or press release
Customer logo present

4) Directed to a video or pordcast
'Play' button incorporated in banner if clickable
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TEMPLATE .B
Used mainly for any internal communication,

EXTRAS: STACKED
BLOCKS

the template allows for a standard banner of
580x150px, followed by copy and CTA buttons

Stack blocks can be included in this template

of the same design as Template A. This template

if required. Each stack block has space for an

allows for as many blocks as required.

image of 280x250px, header, copy and CTA
button. These can be used where best seen fit.

As each block keeps to a white background, a
'top banner' is required. It should be an image
from the 'Our people' photo library with a red
filter over the top of it.

EXAMPLES OF BANNERS

EXAMPLES OF BANNERS
5) Header banner
Red filter

6) Directed to Proact Academy

•

Proact Academy branding

Choose imagery which fits within the
artboard

•

Any brand image or illustraion can be
used

7) Directed to a Proact internal SharePoint site
Mockup of site
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SOCIAL MEDIA IMAGERY
We use three variations of designs for our social media graphics. These templates allow

As we post regularly on various social media platforms, there are three templates to choose

space for a title, a call to action and company logos - one of which is our partner logo,

from. The designs differ slightly and are speicific to certain types of posts (explained in the

NetApp. The NetApp logo must be displayed on the occasions where the content piece

examples below). Version one for case studies or press releases uses a red filter, Proact

is MDF funded.

logo and customer logo, but without any accompanying copy on the graphic. Version two
uses a dark grey filter (tones vary depending on the image) over a full colour image, with
room for a title and CTA. Version three (which has two variants) both use the brand red
blocks in different ways to allow some variation depending on the copy. Both still have
room for titles or copy of a larger nature, such as facts.

Version 1 - Case studies / Press releases

Version 2 - Content

FONTS
Raleway - Extra bold
Raleway - Bold
Raleway - Medium
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Version 3 - Go-to-market / Campaigns

DIMENSIONS
LinkedIn / Facebook

627 px

Version 3.1

1200 px
Twitter

512 px

912 px

Version 3.2
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CORPORATE PRESENTATION

EXAMPLES

Our corporate presentation is built with multiple target audiences
in mind, including existing and potential customers, investors, new
hires and various M&A audiences.
It is built to tell the story of who we are, what we do, who we work
with. Our brand, our positioning, our culture and our offering are
described at a high-level. It is however also built in a way that it
interlinks with the PPT templates which opens for the presenter to
add and/or remove content to customise the story with template
slides from the Corporate PPT Template.
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SLIDE DECK

EXAMPLES

The slide deck is set up as a blank template, therefore the user is able to drop in their copy into the
allocated spaces of the slide deck. There are a number of dynamic slides the user can choose from,
including title which use the correct brand imagery, all of which include animations between slide
tranisitons.
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Corporate imagery
Our people
The power of together
Core values
Stock imagery
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We use a variety of different photos across our
marketing material. The following sections detail how
photography should be used in different contexts.
These are the key rules you must follow when using
photographs in Proact collateral.
Copyright
All photos used in Proact marketing material should be
free from copyright. Therefore all stock photos should
be purchased accordingly, or obtained from websites
that allow image use free from copyright.
Resolution
All photos should be high-resolution. The quality of
the images represents the brand, so we must always
strive for the highest print quality we can achieve.
Current trends
If you have to use stock photos, always check online
to make sure we are not connecting ourselves directly
with other products/services that do not align with our
brand. Also check that our images are not being used
by our competitors. When searching through a stock
image library, we suggest not to select imagery from
the first results pages.
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Corporate imagery
Corporate images reflect the value that Proact
can offer to our customers and prospects. We

REQUIREMENTS

use specific images that continually change with

• Greyscale

Proact’s circumstances and campaigns in order

• Primary red filters

to remain current.

• High contrast
• Sharp images

Proact’s corporate imagery is strong. We use

• Minimalistic look

sharp visuals of buildings and structures, looking

• Modern visuals

from the ground up, including elements from the

• Business-like

sky such as clouds.

PRIMARY FILTERS
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Our people
Our image bank also includes our own original photography.
We use this to highlight the importance of our people within the
business. As these images contain our staff we are providing a more
personal touch.
We will continue to add to this library of original imagery. Where
possible, please use these visuals as a primary action.

COLOUR FLARE

REQUIREMENTS
• Desaturated colour
• Use of colour flare
• Greyscale when using filters
• Proact employees
• Real life scenarios
• Smiling and happy
• Modern and professional
• Vibrant workforce
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The power of together
REQUIREMENTS
• Images portraying team work
• Strong images that show
actions where obstacles are
being overcome

WHERE TO USE THIS
IMAGERY
All our image bank can be used
for internal and external use.
However, imagery that reflects
our core values and the 'power
of together' is better suited for
internal communications such
as PowerPoint presentations.
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Core values
These images should always be
used when referencing Proacts
core values - integrity, commitment
and excellence. These images have
been carefully chosen to represent
our core values, and have become
a staple in our history. They can
be used both for internal use and
external use when promoting our
brand.

REQUIREMENTS
•

Used when referencing
Proact's core values

•

Help familiarise our brand
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Stock imagery
REQUIREMENTS
• Colour
• Photo enhancements / colour flare
• Greyscale only when using filters
• IT professionals
• Real life scenarios
• Human aspect

WHERE TO FIND THE
BEST IMAGERY
We

have

accounts

with

Shutterstock, Adobe Stock and
Envato Elements, which are all
great websites to source specific
stock imagery. Once downloaded,
we will also obtain the license to
use the images externally (unless
where specified).
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Stock imagery
REQUIREMENTS
• Colour
• Greyscale only when using filters
• IT professionals
• Real life scenarios
• Human aspect

WHERE TO FIND THE
BEST IMAGERY
We

have

accounts

with

Shutterstock, Adobe Stock and
Envato Elements, which are all
great websites to source specific
stock imagery. Once downloaded,
we will also obtain the license to
use the images externally (unless
where specified).
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What to avoid
AVOID
We

advise

that

you

avoid

using

imagery which does not relate well
with our brand image and that could
be distracting to the audience. This
includes any old brand imagery like
in the examples. Do not use any
photography that meets any of the
following criteria:

• Old brand imagery, such as
example 1
• Cliché and over used photos
• Lack of relevance to content
• Outdated and non-professional
• Over-posed/over-acting
• Unnatural emotions
• Corporate 'white collar' figures
• Abstract figures/3d icons
• Imagery over-populated with
words
• Imagery with low resolution
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Tone of voice
• Copywriting style guide
• Press releases
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Copywriting style guide
THE GUIDE
Our brand isn’t just what we look like. It’s what
we do, how we do it and how we talk. That's why
copywriting is important.
Copywriting is everywhere, but nowhere is its
power more evident than in branding. In a very
real sense, the quality of our brand is heavily
linked to the quality of our copy. With this in mind
we’ve created a copywriting style guide to help
establish a clear and consistent voice across

Copywriting
style guide
Tone of voice - Version 1

the Proact group. Whenever we create copy, we
should follow these guidelines to ensure that
communications are clear, easy-to-understand,
and meet the needs of our audience.
All copy we produce should reflect, reinforce
and demonstrate our core values. It’s also worth
noting that all Proact collateral is written in
British English which is standard in the EU.
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The copywriting style guide covers a variety of topics, including:
Core values
How we represent integrity, commitment and excellence through copywriting
Writing goals and principles
The aims and goals we should consider when writing any copy on behalf of
Proact
Writing for personas
Techniques and characteristics to consider when tailoring copy towards a
specific job role/persona
Buyer’s journey
How messaging and tone differs to effectively embody the right feelings, pains
and priorities at different points of the buyer’s journey
Voice and tone
The difference between voice and tone and style tips to write in Proact’s tone
of voice
Grammar and mechanics
Rules we must adhere to in-line with our house style
Writing for translation
Factors we must think about because most English copy will be translated for
local audiences
FAQs and common mistakes
The things we’re trying to stop appearing across Proact communications
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Press releases
A press release is a short, compelling news story sent to targeted

THE REFERENCE MARKETING GUIDE

members of the media. The goal of a press release is to pique the

In the Reference marketing guide you can learn more about how to

HOW TO WRITE A COMMERCIAL PRESS
RELEASE

interest of a journalist or a publication, but also to inform the market

write and distribute press releases:

Identify a newsworthy angle people care about

on the progress of our business and to build our brand. There are

•

Why would people be interested in the solution/service?

•

Press releases in general

•

What’s new or different about the project?

•

Vendor relationship

•

Remember we are targeting the IT press and you are writing

Commercial press releases. These are any release we do to

•

Criteria and check lists

the market involving new business done with existing or new

•

Examples of what to ask the customers

customers, frame agreements, corporate social responsibility

•

The process

Structure

activities, launch of new services, key awards and other

•

Spokespersons

•

general stories and important information that should be

•

Distribution

shared with the market.

•

Media exclusivity

•

More tips on how to write a press release

two types of press releases:
1.

2.

Investor relations press releases. As Proact is listed on
Nasdaq Stockholm we are required by law to inform the
market on any activity that might influence the share price.

PRESS RELEASE CRITERIA

This include financial results in connection to quarterly

•

A new customer to Proact

reports, mergers and acquisitions as well as other mayor

•

A new offering area on an existing customer

events.

•

A high value deal

•

A well-known logo

•

Cross selling that include several countries

The main reasons why Proact issues press releases.
•

•

As a listed business, we are required to publish new wins to
the market. This has a positive effect on our share price and

All local press releases are done by local Field marketing resources,

investor relations – and for Proact in general.

always in cooperation with the Group communications manager.

Press releases are also great opportunities for Proact to build
trust with customers, to market our strategical direction and
give exposure opportunities of our brand – both from group
and local perspective.

for the editor/journalist.

Does the release answer the five W questions (who, what,
where, when, why)?

•

Does the release follow the classic inverted pyramid
template?

PRESS RELEASE PYRAMID
INTRODUCTION
Answer as many of the following questions in the first
sentence: Who? What? Where? Why? When?

CREDIBILITY
Cite any factual information to provide credibility
to your information. Answer the "How do I
know?"

IMPORTANCE
Explain the significance of the story.
Why do people want to hear/
read about it?

QUOTES
Quotes bring life to your
story.

CONTACT
Give info to the
editor and
leave your
contact
info
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About Proact
A SHORT SUMMARY
Proact is Europe’s leading independent data centre and cloud services provider.
By delivering flexible, accessible and secure IT solutions and services, we
help companies and authorities reduce risk and costs, whilst increasing agility,
productivity and efficiency.
We’ve completed over 5,000 successful projects around the world, have more than
3,500 customers and currently manage in excess of 100 petabytes of information
in the cloud. We employ over 1,000 people in 15 countries across Europe and North
America. Founded in 1994, our parent company, Proact IT Group AB (publ), was listed
on Nasdaq Stockholm in 1999 (under the symbol PACT).

Contact
DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS? CONTACT US.
For further information please contact a member of the Marketing team:
Alex Farndon
Anna Lindé
Danny Duggal
E: info@proact.eu

info@proact.eu
www.proact.eu

